
Why IntelliJ IDEA? 
After IntelliJ IDEA’s indexed the source code, it offers 
the developer blazing fast and intelligent experience 
by giving relevant suggestions in every context: instant 
and clever code completion, on-the-fly code analysis 
and reliable refactoring tools. Mission-critical tools such 
as integrated version controls systems and a wide variety 
of supported languages and frameworks are at hand — 
no plugin hustle included.

Capable & ergonomic 
IDE for enterprise, 
web & mobile 
Java development

Developer ergonomics 
Every aspect of IntelliJ IDEA is designed with ergonom-
ics in mind. IntelliJ IDEA is built on a principle that every 
minute a developer spends in the flow is a good minute, 
and things that break developers out of that flow are bad 
and should be avoided. Most of the time the editor (and 
the code) is the only thing visible on the screen, and the 
developer doesn’t need to leave it to do something that 
isn’t coding-related. IntelliJ IDEA offers dedicated key-
board shortcuts for nearly everything.

jetbrains.com/idea

Web development

JavaScript / TypeScript / ES6
HTML / CSS
AngularJS
React
Webpack / NPM
Node.js

Mobile development

Android
PhoneGap / Cordova / Ionic
React Native

Enterprise frameworks

Spring
Java EE
GWT / Vaadin
JBoss
Play
Grails
App Servers / Clouds

Built-in tools

Version control (Git, etc)
Build tools  
(Maven, Gradle, etc)
Test runner and coverage
Decompiler
Database tools
Terminal
Docker

System requirements
• Windows 7 / 8 / 10, macOS 10.8 or higher,  
 Linux using GNOME, KDE, or Unity

• 1 GB RAM minimum, 2 GB RAM recommended

• 1.5 GB hard disk space + at least 1 GB for caches

• 1024x768 minimum screen resolution
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Key features
• Smart code completion

• Data flow analysis

• Cross-language refactorings

• Inspections and quick-fixes

• Shortcuts for everything

• First-class support for top frameworks

• Rich plugin ecosystem
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